I ‘discovered’ Orgonite when a random series of events and synchronicities led me to meet one of my now very dear friends, Pat Reynolds. Pat had not long since moved into our neighbourhood in rural Wales. (To give you more of an idea – we only had 7 neighbours; the chances of someone like Pat moving virtually next door were even more remote than the location.) Until then, I had never even heard of the stuff! But I had heard of scientist Wilhelm Reich and his Orgone energy – Kate Bush once famously sang about his Cloudbusting machine, in which he used Orgone technology to make it rain. (Read about Wilhelm Reich on page 24.)

The evening before my first encounter with Orgonite, I was interviewing someone for a book I was writing (entitled Soul Companions) in which I spoke with 45 individuals from varying spiritual backgrounds to talk about their guides and allies. On this particular occasion, I had been physically sick during the telephone interview. It was very embarrassing but just as equally perplexing... I wasn’t unwell beforehand, and I was perfectly fine afterwards. I couldn’t explain it.

The following afternoon, I was pottering about in my driveway minding my own business when a car pulled up. A tall, smiley lady with a mass of unruly brown curls introduced herself as Pat, my new neighbour. We talked about all sorts of things and, inevitably, the conversation turned to my previous night’s experience. Immediately, Pat went to her car and, after some rummaging around, appeared with my very first piece of Orgonite.

“Here is for you,” she said, handing me a humble-looking brownish ‘blob’ while quickly explaining that, unlike as it seemed, it was a negative-positive energy transformer. I didn’t know what to think but, nevertheless, I kept that piece of Orgonite with me during all my subsequent interviews and never had any problems after that.

Orgonite, which is made from resin, crystals and metals, has the ability to take on the negative energy output of any device and transmute it into positive energy leaving us once again to experience life in an undisturbed environment. It is especially useful for combating ‘electro smog’, as it helps clear negative output from any human technological device – this electrical interference permeates our surroundings at home and also in the environment, where we have an increasing array of pylons and towers (Haarp, Tetra, Wi-Fi, Microwaves, etc.) no matter where we go or where we live. Anything within a two mile radius of us is usually affecting us in some way.

After that, I suppose my family became Orgonite ‘guinea-pigs’... you see, Pat actually makes Or-
Orgonite. She would experiment with new ingredients and leave these pieces with us. In the early days, we often had very intense emotional reactions in the week following the arrival of every new piece and it soon became evident that the level of 'clearing' was being 'amped-up' with each new addition. I noted that the neighbours (it was a semi-detached house) seemed to be similarly affected. It became quite intense, to the point when I became very nervous about Pat coming to visit! At the same time, it was very thrilling to experience how something so simple could have such a profound affect on its environment. (I once experienced first-hand the ability of Pat's Orgonite to completely silence a man who never shut up!) Orgonite is definitely something that needs to be experienced in order to be understood. It tackles many things on both the physical and the subtle levels.

Orgonite is made from a wide variety of ingredients and comes in many forms - from beautiful spheres and cylinders to personal pieces for wearing, travelling with, or carrying in a pocket. For chemically and electrically sensitive people there is even a new range of Orgonite sealed in quartz crystal.

The Tree of Life clinic in Southampton run by Rosie Chapman has tested Orgonite on people and has proved that the moment they have a piece in their hands their life force increases and their energetic balance returns to normal. She has made a remedy from Orgonite to treat electrically sensitive people.

More and more people are experimenting all over the world with Orgonite in many different ways - from using it in their gardens and yielding wonderful plants and vegetables as a result, to space-clearing in the home. One person who was a total sceptic about Orgonite became convinced that it worked after seeing one gifted plant double in size compared to others planted at the same time. It is used outdoors 'Wilhelm Reich style' to remove chemtrails; these large pieces of Orgonite have copper pipes protruding from the top and are often called 'Chembusters'.

One of the loveliest things about Orgonite is that there is a huge 'gifting programme' - Giffers simply give it away wherever it is needed. I have heard many funny tales of people sneaking around off-limits in order to bury or hide Orgonite in locations that require a burst of positive energy... especially alongside tetramasts and other disturbing energy fields and EMFs (electromagnetic frequencies). I like to imagine that Orgonite can powerfully transform that mobile phone mast into one pulsing vibration of positivity - spreading the love instead of electromagnetism! Hmm... perhaps that's why my mobile phone signal is so affected these days?...

Orgonite also seems able to speed processes up. This can be viewed as negative or as very positive. We are often very embedded in our lives and, although we know we need to change things, we ramble on through the years putting up with things that have long since reached their sell-by date. Orgonite can be the rocket fuel that propels us into making changes right now instead of ten years down the line.

There are many strange tales among the Giffers of sudden changes and happenings around 'gifted' areas. Some report remarkable changes in people, where they suddenly seem to 'wake up' and totally change their lives for the better. One Giffer placed a piece of Orgonite down a pole on a street corner in London. Only five minutes later, there was a police car chase with sirens heard in the distance. The chase ended up with the car that was being chased ramming into that exact pole with the Orgonite!

Giffers have also reported that Orgonite helps those that are dying to move on and those that are dead to release their spirit into the light. Some Giffers have found that once their area where they live has been thoroughly gifted, they themselves have to move to another area almost as if they have no choice just so that another area in need is 'gifted' too.

Animals also benefit from Orgonite. A Giffer told the story of a farm near where they lived. The farm was not looking after its cows and as they were moved from one field along the lane and into another field, the motorists in the lane would have to watch the cows hobbling along, some painfully thin and others with bad foot infections. Giffers are always on the lookout for ways to help and this was a perfect opportunity. The farm was thoroughly 'gifted' one dark night and within weeks the cows started picking up. A few months later the cows were looking healthy and shiny with no hobbling, thinness or illness. 'Gifting' is done from the heart with the intention of helping all beings and the planet. A silent, secret gift that gives hope to many people.
**Orgonite Uses**

Orgonite is best placed wherever you intuitively believe it is most needed, but here are some suggestions... Please note: Do not put Orgonite in a place where it will get hot.

- Put on electrical ‘mains’ boxes, fuse boxes, and electric meters.
- Place on or under any electrical device: computer, microwave oven, TV, fridge, etc.
- Place on stereo speakers. Orgonite ‘works harder’ when stimulated by sound.
- Place under chairs where you work on computers.
- Place on or near Wi-Fi routers, mobile phone chargers, satellite dishes — anything that picks up a ‘remote’ signal.
- Place on window sills if there is a mobile mast within 2 miles.
- Put under beds and sofas.
- Put near water pipes, radiators, in or on the toilet cistern. Orgonite loves working through water.
- Use it to raise the vibration of water or food.
- Place in each corner of every room.
- Use as a space clearing tool — either in ‘problem areas’ in the home, or on a leyline.
- Use to facilitate meditative states and raise your vibrational energies.
- Use in stressed work environments from classrooms to offices.
- Carry in a pocket to help with personal negative energy clearing.
- Put in the dashboard of your car.
- Use it to improve plant growth. Bury next to your favourite tree.
- Put under pet beds — but make sure the pet can’t chew it!
- Place under or near a mast or pylon.

---

**A Brief History of Orgone Research**

In the 1930s and 1940s, Dr. Wilhelm Reich was able to detect and measure the existence of etheric energy (life energy, chi, etc.), which he called orgone, using a modified Geiger counter.

Dr. Reich determined that stacking alternating layers of fiberglass (an organic substance) and steel wool (an inorganic substance) would actually attract and collect orgone/etheric energy of both the life-beneficial positive form (which Reich called “OR” or “POR”) and harmful negative etheric energy (“deadly orgone” or “DOR”).

He constructed large boxes called orgone accumulators, or “oracs”, using this simple layering principle and was able to successfully heal his patients of various ailments, including various forms of cancer, by having them sit inside the box for periods of time.

In 1986, scientists at the University of Marburg, Germany published the results of a blind study which showed that 30-minute orgone accumulator treatments caused consistent, positive psycho-physiological effects not seen with the all-fiberglass box used for a control, stating: “the results received in our investigation furnish evidence for the assumption that the physical properties of the orgone accumulator and its psychophysiological efficacy on human organisms, postulated by Reich and his associates, factually exist.”

Reich’s work was continued in earnest in the 1960s by open-minded Russian scientists such as Dr. Nikolai Kozyrev (1908-1983), who also scientifically proved that such unseen energies indeed exist all around us, and whose Reich-inspired work led to the unfortunate de-
Development of practical Soviet military defense applications which utilized principles of so-called "torsion fields" (e.g., etheric energy). Kozyrev's work, which indeed confirms Reich's research, was classified until the fall of the Soviet Union in 1991.

Following in their footsteps, thousands of Ph.D.-level researchers from both sides of the Iron Curtain spanning multiple generations have continued Kozyrev and Reich's pioneering work, slowly forcing mainstream Western science to, finally, "officially recognize" the concept of a universal, unseen energy medium they call "dark matter", "vacuum flux" or "zero-point energy", depending on who you ask. It is commonly understood among orgonite enthusiasts that these are all essentially describing the same thing, which Reich called orgone.

**THE ADVANCEMENTS OF ORGONITE**

Reich built his research lab, dubbed Orgonon, in rural Maine, USA, as this location was at the time very isolated from sources of deadly orgone (DOR), which his accumulators would collect indiscriminately. Operating an orgone accumulator near sources of DOR (such as nuclear power plants, radio towers, etc.) has the potential of harming anyone receiving treatment inside it, so geographical location was, and is, an important factor for orgone accumulator operation.

In 2000, a couple named Don and Carol Croft discovered through some internet research and empirical observation that mixing catalyzed organic fiberglass resin with inorganic metal shavings, poured into small molds such as paper cups and muffin pans, would produce a substance which would attract etheric energy similarly to Reich's accumulators.

Carol Croft, gifted with a keen sense of discrete energies, realized the significance of this finding and took it a step further by adding small quartz crystals to the mixture for their ability to efficiently collect, transmute and emit etheric energy. This addition to the resin/metal matrix creates a substance which functions as a self-driven, continuously-operating, highly efficient DOR+/POR (negative to positive) energy transmutation device.

When orgonite is within range of a source of DOR/negative energy, it will efficiently and continuously transform it into POR/positive energy as it is being transmitted, essentially creating positive energy transmitters out of any and all emitters of harmful negative energy, which are totally defenseless against the effect.

The resin in orgonite shrinks during the curing process, permanently squeezing the quartz crystal inside which creates a well-known piezoelectric effect inside the crystal, meaning its endpoints become polarized electrically. It is believed this is also what causes the orgonite to function so effectively as a positive energy generator.

Thus orgonite represents a very significant improvement over Reich's early work with orgone accumulators, since Reich's oracles attract deadly orgone energy as well as positive and do nothing to transmute it into a purely beneficial form, which orgonite does inherently and continuously.

Within a year of this development, Don began publishing reports of his and his wife's experiences in, among other things, the tactical deployment of small pieces of orgonite near any and all sources of DOR, or life-negative energy - such as cell phone towers, nuclear power plants, underground bases and natural Earth energy gridlines and vortices. Don included in his reports the specific life-positive, cleansing, healing, confirming effects they would notice following such "gifting" activities, causing Don to strongly encourage his readers to replicate his efforts in their own communities.

**CLOUDBUSTING: THEN AND NOW**

In addition to effective health treatments, Dr. Wilhelm Reich also utilized his advanced knowledge of discrete energies to build and successfully test a weather modification device, called a cloudbuster, which operated on the principle that clouds are held together by orgone energy, and removing this energy causes clouds to rapidly disintegrate. Reich developed a superior weather prediction model which took into account the otherwise ig-
nored etheric component of our weather and produced more accurate weather predictions than the popular and incomplete “pressure system” model.

Reich’s cloudbuster consisted of a set of turret-mounted metal pipes connected by rubber tubing to a body of water for energetic grounding, which would dissipate clouds by draining the orgone energy holding them together and, with careful and time-consuming effort, significantly alter overall weather patterns, in some cases intentionally causing the complete reversal of drought conditions in the desert in a matter of months.

Reich’s design was proven very effective as intended, but could also be very dangerous if mishandled. Large amounts of DOR accumulate in the pipes during operation, and even momentary contact with bare skin, has caused some operators everything from intense pain to long-term paralysis, simply from brushing past the pipes with a bare leg.

Don Croft has invented a more advanced, effective and safer version of Reich’s cloudbuster, called a chembuster, which combines the original cloudbuster’s basic operating principles with the advantages of orgonite.

A typical chembuster consists of 6 six-foot copper pipes embedded in a base of orgonite (typically poured in a paint bucket) with double-terminated quartz crystals in the base of each pipe to create an etheric energy vacuum effect which literally sucks the negative energy from the sky within a several mile radius into the orgonite base, where it is then transmuted into harmless, beneficial positive energy. Unlike Reich’s cloudbusters, chembusters can be safely left in continuous operation where they will quickly restore and maintain atmospheric energy balance within an area. In drought-stricken regions of the globe, this always occurs in the form of rain sufficient to end the drought conditions. This has been successfully demonstrated in various parts of Africa, California and in many other locations around the world by various dedicated individuals.

The infallibly beneficial nature of orgonite eliminates the need for special training, safety precautions, or rigorous effort to operate a chembuster, since it simply transmutes any negative energy it attracts from the atmosphere while the rest of the device functions as an etheric vortex generator, actively balancing the energy between sky and ground, eliminating smog/air pollution and negatively charged artificial cloud formations called chemtrails, replacing their spreading blanket of poisonous DOR clouds with the deep blue skies and puffy white natural clouds we all remember from childhood.

The positive, self-empowering effects of working with orgonite quickly become obvious to those who choose to make and use it.

REFERENCES


Don and Carol Croft’s website: www.worldwithoutparasites.com
Their orgonite community forum: www.ethericwarriors.com

Animals are particularly sensitive to electromagnetic pollution and find relief near orgonite pieces.
"I’ve ‘busted’ all the cell phone towers in Bali..."

My name is Dan. I am originally from the UK but have lived in Bali for the last 20 years. I stumbled on a site about orgonite (www.orgonite.info) three years ago when searching for a simple introductory website about the work of Wilhelm Reich for a friend. A mixture of metal shavings, crystal chips and resin, orgonite was said to absorb all forms of negative radiation and convert them to positive orgone energy. My initial reaction was that it sounded far too good to be true, but if it worked, it would be amazing.

The recipe was simple enough and so I compiled the ingredients and poured my first batch of “tower busters”. Within half an hour the atmosphere in the house had completely altered.

I put one beside each cell phone tower I could find in the immediate vicinity and was surprised how fast the sky changed from its usual grey, cloudless haze to clear blue with distinct cumulus clouds.

I was hooked.

Since then I’ve “busted” all the towers on the island of Bali, built many orgonite cloud-busters, gifted all the lakes and gridded most of the towns. The results are profound!

The legendary exhaust fumes of the main town have been replaced by clear fresh air, the skies everywhere are pristine and the monsoons have returned after a few years of consistent drought.

Don Croft, the founder of the Orgonite gifting movement, kindly invited me to post on his orgonite forum (www EthericWarriors.com) and my Bali Gifting reports can be found there. I started my own informative website (see the link below), in both English and Indonesian, and began receiving contacts from other islands in the archipelago.

I spend much of my time now helping and encouraging local Indonesians to gift their own communities and the results are becoming apparent. For many years, the residents of Jakarta have not seen clear blue sky above their city, but as ever increasing numbers of the cell towers are becoming gifted, the skies are clearing again. The same is happening in other cities as anomalous blue holes appear due to the spread of this extraordinary compound.

The harm that electromagnetic pollution does to the natural world is one of the best kept secrets of our time, and orgonite appears to be the only known solution. Fortunately, it is very cheap and easy to produce, which perhaps explains the rapid spread of the orgonite gifting movement in recent years.

Dan,

www.BaliGifter.org

How to Make a Cell Phone Button

Recent studies have found that the microwave radiation from a cell phone is quite likely to result in a brain tumor on the side of the head favored by the user after about 2000 hours of talk-time. A small button of orgonite will greatly reduce the dangers of brain cancer by transmuting the negative energies into positive orgone which will have a healing effect on the brain. These “cell phone buttons” are easily made using the same balance of ingredients as regular orgonite although the quantities need to be greatly reduced to a practical size for attaching to your cell phone with double-sided tape.

1. Find a suitable mould (hard plastic or glass is ideal) and prepare your ingredients in this way.
2. Sieve some metal shavings (any metal will work fine) but it's best to avoid using filings or metal dust.
3. Mix in some small pieces of crushed quartz stone or crystal (powdered quartz will work fine).
4. Place a teaspoonful of the mixture in the bottom of your mould and tap it down so that it forms a flat surface.
5. Pour on enough catalyzed resin to just cover the shavings and crystal when it has sunk through.
6. Leave it to cure thoroughly and remove from the mould.
7. Use sandpaper to even out the flat surface and attach it to the back of your cell phone with a layer of double-sided sticky tape.

It's as easy as that and you will now be able to use your cell phone safely.
I was introduced to Orgonite when, literally, a crate of these things arrived unannounced on my doorstep from someone I "sort of knew". After some googling and reading up on the various far-out claims, I decided to start with basic seed germination tests which yielded three times growth in both cases, much to my surprise. These backed up the internet claims and are fast and easy to do. I’d recommend anyone wanting to prove it does something to start with that but do use larger seeds and the alfalfa variety I used was somewhat small.

Having seen the results first hand and run the test for a second time where I was incredibly anal about measuring, I then distributed them to several local friends. It wasn’t until last fall that more incredible results came in with friends and neighbours who actually had gardens. Here’s a quick round up.

Report 1

I finally heard back from M. Rogers in Shoreham. He’s had orgonite in his greenhouse for some time, as well as around his house. He noticed the growth increase in the spring and was somewhat startled by it. Now he’s reporting that the seeds and plants he’s tried to grow over the past few years in his greenhouse that have failed miserably, like grapes and gojo berries, now actually look like they’re supposed to. Other plants he was trying to grow went from pathetic to fully-formed this year. He also placed the pyramid orgonite next to his neighbours’ wall - and all the plants on the other side of the wall have also gone mad with massive growth.

Mark Bennett has teamed-up with Eco Logic Cool to conduct a much larger trial, based around Brighton in the UK, which started in early April 2009. They are seeking gardeners to participate and document the growing harvest and resulting crops. Gardeners will be added to the trial until supplies of orgonite run out. Participants can have any level of gardening experience and will receive free orgonite "pucks", a questionnaire, and a disposable camera to photograph their results during the trial. The orgonite trial builds upon the growing evidence that orgonite has a real effect on plants, bringing about a massive growth increase.

To join the trial, enquire at:
EcoLogicCool,
46 Sydney Street,
Brighton.
E-mail: Jake@EcoLogicCool.com

Phone: (01273) 606077.
Website: www.EcoLogicCool.com

A smaller trial is also now running in Seaforth, Liverpool, in the UK. Mark Bennett will be speaking about it in early September to present the results. For more information, contact Mark at: blackiceuk@yahoo.com
**Report 2**

When I received the initial crate of orgonite kindly given to me by John (www.whale.to/fb/ orgone1.html), I decided to do the four corners of the property with the basic tower-busters/hockey pucks. The front of the building was easy and I found places to stash two. As I didn’t have access to the back yard, I simply threw them into the corners from my top flat window.

Over the summer the hedges grew prolifically and were noticeably larger than previous years. Finally, the landlord had to cut them down - he tried to trim them back like he usually does, but this time the hedge was so thick and tall that he had to hire a professional to do the job.

By May 2009 the hedges had regrown dramatically.

**Reports 3 & 4**

My neighbours' allotment has noticed major improvement and he showed me some radishes - one normal size and the other the size of a small melon. The first was grown without orgonite, and the larger of the two was grown next to the orgonite I gave him.

He’s also had problems germinating some seeds, so he tried again, placing the orgonite close by. They all sprouted and grew massively without any delay.

He’s not committing to give complete credit to the orgonite, as none of his ‘experiments’ were controlled and there are variables like soil quality, for example. But he did say it was very favourable anecdotal evidence.

Sadly, the set of radishes he showed me were cooked when I went back to photograph them! The good news is that he had the same results of massive growth not just with radishes but with parsnips too. Note the UK penny next to them for size reference.

**Report 5**

Jules wrote: “I recently put my orgonite in the kitchen to help with a dying chilli plant I had unsuccessfully been trying to re-animate. The plant is now large, green and flowering. But I have had to return the orgonite to my bedside table as the nightmares were horrendous without it there!”

**Report 6**

A yew tree had been planted when M. Shoreham was young, and it’s now a pretty tall tree. Another one was planted in the spring from a sapling and orgonite buried nearby or at its base. The tree now matches the first one in height of about 16 feet high and forms an arch with the first planted over 30 years ago.

---

Mark Bennett is a respected investigative journalist and photographer covering the fringes of culture and science and contributing features to many publications including Fortean Times, Skin Two Magazine and i-D, as well as editing his own avant-garde, cyber culture magazine, Black Ice. He has piloted series for both BBC and Channel 4 along with acting as a consultant and camera expert for multiple programmes. He is also an absinthe connoisseur.
How to Make Orgonite Yourself

Making orgonite yourself can be one of the most rewarding creative activities you can experience. Gifters give freely knowing that they are helping the planet and all beings. They are alchemists allowing the universal flow to create whatever is needed in that moment. The best orgonite is made when intuition steps in and the mind gets out of the way. The following information is presented in the hope that you too will join the thousands of others who gain great enjoyment from this empowering activity.

HEALTH AND SAFETY

- Always choose a well ventilated area to avoid inhaling resin fumes. Outdoors is best.
- Wear a vapour mask indoors if a suitable fume extractor is unavailable.
- Wear protective gloves to avoid sticky resin deposits on the hands.
- Ensure that all metal swarf is adequately covered during the pouring stage to avoid potential cuts to the hands when freeing or handling your creations.
- Wear old clothing in case of unwanted resin drips.
- The catalyst is dangerous. Keep well away from eyes (it can blind you) and skin. Wash with copious amounts of water if you come into contact with it.
- If you buy resin that has no obvious smell and says it is safe to use inside without protective equipment do not believe the manufacturer. From experience all resin needs ventilation.

BASIC INGREDIENTS

- Polyester resin.
- Catalyst/hardener.
- Non-ferrous metal swarf/turnings/shavings.
- Quartz crystal.

EQUIPMENT REQUIRED

- Measuring jug – to ensure correct amount of resin for specified hardener to resin ratio is achieved.
- Stirring implement – for mixing resin and added hardener/catalyst.
- Mould – holding shape or object to achieve intended design.
- Standby mould – any object that can hold any surplus resin to avoid unnecessary wastage due to miscalculation of required amount.
- Catalyst measuring jug/bottle, etc. – normally supplied by your resin supplier.

MAKING ORGONITE (BASIC)

- Place metal shavings into chosen mould.
- Add quartz crystal (centrally if possible).
- Pour resin into measuring jug.
- Add correct amount of catalyst/hardener as per supplier’s specifications/ratio.
- Mix resin and hardener vigorously for roughly 40 seconds (longer if lower temperature prevails).
- Pour resin mixture into prepared moulds.
- Allow resin to permeate into metal mix.
and top up as necessary to achieve a smooth surface below and above any metal protrusions. Use a barbecue stick to prod resin and metal mix to release air bubbles.

✓ Allow to set until stickiness has gone and resin has hardened (sun curing speeds up the process). The mix will heat up as it cures.

✓ Curing problems? Lower temperatures need more hardener, higher temperatures less.

GET CREATIVE, TUNE IN!

Congratulations! You have now joined the thousands of people worldwide who are taking responsibility for their own energetic space and that of others in their communities. It is at this stage in the process that you may feel your creative abilities increase, so go on, follow where it leads and watch it flow!

✓ Add different crystals, materials, minerals, potions, herbs, etc.
✓ Add copper coils.
✓ Use different moulds to achieve personal designs.
✓ Add colours.
✓ Allow your intuition to guide you on a journey of self and planetary healing.
✓ Make with Love and Intuition.

EXAMPLE PIECES

Add different crystals, materials, minerals, potions, herbs, etc.

Equipment and Supplies

Resources/Suggestions

Reliable cheap resin supplies and safety equipment: CFS – www.cfsnet.co.uk

Crystals can be collected from the wild for free from beaches and mountains or bought from online or local retail sources. Quartz crystal is the most frequently used crystal in orgonite.

Moulds can be baking tins, silicon moulds and glass objects. You will probably already have suitable moulds around your home.

Recommended Supplier of Ready-Made Products

For those wishing to buy their orgonite already made, The Blue Sun has a wide range of products to choose from. Product examples are shown above and on the right.

Alternatively, an internet search will provide other online retail choices.

www.TheBlueSun.co.uk | E-mail: pat@thebluesun.co.uk